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“The period known as the New Beginning marks the beginning of 
a new era and spans three generations from the resurfacing from 
the sanctuary of the Prime Root caverns to present day times.” 
 

* * * 
 
2483   - Resurfacing from Prime Root sanctuary after Karavan assurance that kitins no longer present a 

threat. 
 - Take possession of lake lands.  
 - Aeden Aquous explored, scouts come upon a region particularly rich in resources in Liberty Lake. 

First foundations of Fairhaven laid.  
 - Karavan seal Prime Root entrances and forbid their opening. 
 - Council of Sages led by Rigan Mac’Darrell swear allegiance to Karavan and, falling into step with 

the Matis, proclaim an annual celebration (Thanksgiving) in honor of their intervention against the 
kitins. Thanksgiving Day falls on the winter solstice to symbolize the return of light after the dark 
years that followed the Great Swarming. 

 
[…] 
 
2487   - Influx of refugees from great road leading from old lands. Welcome structure put into place to 

promote integration of Tryker refugees in new society.  
 - Act of Integration allowing refugees to rejoin their own civilization.  
 - Creation of  Safe Zone; camps of  Aubermouth, Barkdell, Hobwelly, Waverton and Dingleton 

established to welcome and train Tryker refugees. 
 - Village of Windermeer founded. 
 
2488   - Number of refugees from the exodus begins to fall. 
 - Beginning of construction of villages of Crystabell and Avendale. 
 - New areas of Prime Roots secretly explored. 
 
[…] 
 
2490   - First kitin sightings in the area of Lagoons of Loria. 
 - Pact of Mutual Assistance (PMA) signed by Leanon, Hoï-Cho, Yasson and Mac’Darrell to fight 

conjointly against kitins. 
 - Contingents of Trykers established on every continent. 
 - Guild of the Force of Fraternity embark on campaign (to 2492) of mixed homins to rid new homin 

lands of hostile kitins 
 
[…] 
  
2493   - Lagoons of Loria ceded to Matis. 

[…] 
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2496   - Guild of Try, a secret organization of Tryker tribesmen establish an underground link to Burning 

Desert. 
 - Guild of Elias, portrayed as a sect against the church of Jena, is banned by Karavan. 
 - Mercenary tribes and bandits fuel feeling of antagonism for personal gain. Border zones unsafe. 
 
2497   - Despite common respect for Karavan, Tryker prefer to break away from Matis domination and 

sign an agreement of trade with Fyros.  
 - Fyro-Tryker Pact of Alliance. 
 
2498   - Turnpikes established on trade routes under Matis authority. 
 - Passage through Prime Roots made difficult by Karavan surveillance. 
 
[…] 
 
2508   - Matis prince, Yrkanis, is given refuge in Fairhaven till 2509. 
 - Persecution of Trykers in Matis dominions. 
 - Beadley Nimby stands down as Master of the Council. 
 - Still Wyler, an ex Corsair, elected Master of The Council. 
 
2509   - Wyler embarks on Great Tour (to 2511) of lakes to rally Trykers under his banner. 
 - Prince Yrkanis leaves for Witherings.  
 
[…] 
 
2523   - First ruins discovered in Prime Roots. 
 
[…] 
 
 

* * * 


